ARCHITEC TURE
IS CHANGING
Proof of it are the technological advances that support the work of today’s architects, and
it’s because of this, that new large scale architecture projects are generated all around the
world. The authors of these enormous constructions are being called “star architects” due to
the amount of projects made, scale and impact that their work has on society.
But the inquiry is, where does this change is leading us? Regretfully the answer is not entirely positive, as architecture has turn from been a discipline that took the responsibility of
bringing habitable and functional spaces where the management of the space was lead by
its relation with the user, to forget this essential part of creating within a context and considering the economic and social environment, blinded by the monetary rewards.
Architecture has become fashion to people who are economically able to paid for it and, in
some cases can be considered as only a part of a globalized market where the objective is
nothing but increasing their income and building just for the money without thinking of the
future impact of their work or improving the life quality of the users, getting to a point where
shamefully some people practice as an architect without the necessary academic training.
On the present year with the economic and environmental crisis and social segregation, how
is architecture answering to changes?
Architecture was born from people’s necessity for a stable home, a roof to protect themselves from the weather and other adversities. Then things changed, first having the use
of the space as a main priority and later to having the most impressive building, which is a
repeated circumstance to our present days.
The mentioned curse that architecture has provoked a separation of society economically,
socially and culturally. These mega constructions around the globe built at a fast pace its
affecting the least favored stratus of society. Architecture lost the ethic responsibility towards
society.
Millions of people are left out of the “system” because of poverty, while main architecture
is focused on mass construction for the sake of capitalism most likely affecting the poorest
instead of integrate them to the city.

FAVELA

Millions of people are left out of the “system” because of poverty, while main architecture is focused on mass construction for the sake of capitalism most likely affecting the poorest instead
of integrate them to the city.
People in need of a roof and aiming to have a normal and stable life are appropriating private
or public territory, turning it to an irregular settlement better known as favelas, callampas, villas
miseria, etc., which are mostly urban sprawl.
“When the avant-garde group Archigram in¬troduced the term ‘instant city’ into architec¬tural
discourse nearly a half-century ago, they were inspired by the mobility of contemporary society
and its dependence on high technol¬ogy to enable urban migration and make it creative and exciting—a dynamic, uniquely contemporary way of living. Their model was the circus, which they
admired for its élan as much as the excitement of its continuous performances. In their drawings
and models they were projecting a future of adventurous hedonism, a liberation of the sort projected by Constant, though emphasizing human creativity less than leisurely consumption.
They never realized—or acknowl¬edged—that the modern age could create utterly different
kinds of ‘instant cities, “the hastily constructed com¬munities of urban dwellers displaced by
catastrophes of both human and natural origin”-LEBBEUS WOODS
In Haiti we can see how this instant city phenomenon has been taken in a different way than the
one thought from the Archigram group.
In the previous case people most likely will take their own resources to appropriate an abandoned zone and turn it into a home, although is meant to be temporal in most cases becomes
their permanent place to live. It’s an unfortunate situation that reproduces in all kinds of places
in the world, mostly in Asia and South America, the least been the most important.
Within these social movements there’s one that is not that usual but not necessarily least important, which is the occupation of building that were abandoned by great corporations. This abandonment is frequently caused by economic or social disturbances like the construction crisis in
Spain in 2008 along with the economic crisis in Europe.
The excess of construction that happens in present times can damage the future economy of
several places, because of the exorbitant economic resources that are invested, marginalizing
the cities and most significantly the lower stratus or the least favored.
Countries that are actually having problems with the occupation of existing building in Europe
are: Spain, Germany, Brazil, Holland, England, Italy and France; in Latin America specifically:
Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, Argentina and Chile just to mention the most affected. This new
phenomenon most be and problem to take in count by architects so that they can’t bring a solution to this illegal way of occupation, the architects most take social responsibility before building
any project.
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There is a particular example of the phenomenon previously
mentioned, people left out of the life within society and with
desperation of a place to call home and life where they can par- For the first time in history,
ticipate in their city, they invade vacuum places, the example is more than half the world’s
David’s Tower.
people live in cities. Over 90
percent of urban growth is
David’s Tower began in 1990 on the Centro Financiero Conoccurring in the developing
fianzas Tower, one of the highest buildings in Caracas at 195
meters and 45 floors high. However, the Tower was left unfinworld, adding an estimatished in 1994 amid a serious banking crisis that sent its owners ed 70 million new residents
into bankruptcy. Since that time, the building ‐‐ also known as to urban areas each year.
David’s Tower, in an allusion to its owner David Brillembourg ‐‐
was taken over by the State institution Fondo de Garantía de
Depósitos y Protección Bancaria (Fogade)1. In October 2007, a
group of homeless families invaded the building2, and in June This is coupled with es2009 they formed the cooperative entitled Cooperativa Cacique timates that about 1/3 of
Venezuela R.L.3, which was run by a character nicknamed El the world’s population are
slum dwellers. These setNiño.
tlements
may
be
called
Government authorities have maintained a doubly ambiguous different names – slums,
position towards the future administration of the Tower4, as well villas miseria, favelas, bias regards to the inhabitants who live in it illegally, because
they have neither taken any steps to evict the squatters, nor to donvilles, shantytowns—all
have a common denominator
guarantee them with a more comfortable dwelling. In fact, the
of urgency and they are fast
Venezuelan State’s housing plans are still highly deficient, as
some 2,500,000 homes are needed to cover demand, according becoming the norm in our
societies. While urban povto official figures from the National Statistics Institute (INE, in
erty is a complex situation,
Spanish)5.
the physical environment of
Despite its monumental height and downtown location, the
striking David’s Tower ‐‐ which “for now”6 is run by El Niño ‐‐ housing is one crucial aspect to be dealt with if this
represents a further empty space on Caracas’ irregular urban
topography. At only 60 per cent completed and with no elevators problem is to be tackled.
or basic services installed, the building has become a sort of
“luxury shanty”, whose function and legal status remain hazy
as it is put to a use that it was not designed for. After featuring
as a symbol of a corporative empire, the towering structure that
faces the public is now an emblem of precariousness and abandonment

Except for those that live there, few people know what happens inside the Tower, how the
inhabitants organize their daily lives, or where they cook, wash and sleep. From the outside,
however, the contrast between the imposing structure and its deteriorated walls is quite apparent. Many of the windows that covered the upper floors have been broken, whilst the area that
was to be used as a mezzanine has been divided up by balconies and unrendered red brick
walls, drapes and zinc sheets, which are typically used in informal architecture.
More than a half of world population lives in cities. The 90% of urban growth presents in developed countries, adding an estimate of 70 million new residents every year. 1/3 of world
population live in irregular settlements, and they all have a common denominator of urgency
because of the velocity of population growth, becoming a critical issue in architecture.
The uneven distribution of resources and capitalism within politics had increase poverty, affecting the sustainability of the cities.
While poverty is a complex matter, the architect most focus in the habitably of the environment
and solving the problem from a proposal of a new home and way of living in cities.
Inside the tower there’s not just housing, people have reached a high level of organization and
there’s stores, hair salons and even a gym in the top of the building. It’s a city inside a city, and
the residents work to sustain it as a functional system.
Common weal it’s an issue that is vital in the tower, they all look for the best interest of them
all and harmony. This doesn’t apply to city itself, common weal it’s not a matter of general
practice, leaving place to a growing social and economical inequality. The tower is inequality
personify, the isolation of least favored, they are rejected from society by the richest because
of the way and conditions they live.
No matter how well they are organized, basic services like potable water or drainage are a
preoccupation subject, and these problems have an expiry date and need better solutions.
When architects are rule over ethics, the results of their work become a benefit not just personal but a benefit to society and that’s the way the profession reaches its purpose. Its transcendental to make a change in the practice of architecture, where mass production and
the creation focus in the most impressive and fleeting are refocus to win over the increasing
growth of the population, avoiding the rejection of the least favored from the city, eliminating
inequality not worrying about economic or personal rewards only because architecture without
a doubt trough its actions has the capacity not only of improving the life of people but to make
a change in society and in the world.
The tendency of the majority of the population used to be to try to establish in rural settlements, then with the many breakthrough events in history this tendency evolved and cities
appear and began to gain major importance. As time went by the cities grew more and more,
and people started to get left out of them because of poverty and structural limitations.
The slums are the result of this, and when a building in the city is abandoned seems like the
perfect opportunity to let people return and be a part of the city again.
The project that needs to be done to make this transition in an optimal way, has to be made
keeping in mind this new type of settlement, prepare the vacuum of abandoned buildings and
make it the new home for those who need it. A house that helps people live their lifes properly
within an environment where their basic needs are fulfilled.
This new home will be made of plywood, a material that is becoming popular in the building
industry around the globe. And is a new tendency in Venezuela as well.
The module allows dwellers to expand, modify, and recycling, and reinstall it in a different
place, without losing their investment.
The proposal begins with the basics of making architecture, the wall. The wall means public
and private, it´s dynamism, change, and comfort and helps people to live IN.
This wall is plywood made, and it is an easy workable and affordable material.
In the near future people will be able to add new elements to their houses, even expand them
and evolve them. This is one of the porpoises of this module let the people free, and be themselves in their home.

THE MODULE

WOOF PANEL
WOOD COLUM ( WALL STRUCTURE)

PLUG-IN
The module can be reproduce outside the abandoned building (pre-fab) and plug it in the structure after its transportation.

ROOF

WOOD FLOOR

WOOD PANEL (EXTERNAL WALL)
ROTATORY ELEMENTS (THE WALL)
FRAME PANEL (THE WALL)
INSULATION
WOOD STRUCUTRE (THE WALL)

PLYWOOD WALL SYSTEM

EXISTING FLOOR

FROM IN-SIDE
The module can be built from inside the abandoned structure. Dwellers can join the pieces together in a short amount
of time.

FREE MATERIAL FACADE

FOLDING NANAWAL

The module can be transport by sky, sea, or ground using different types of transportation.

COST

FLOOR CAN BE THE SAME AS THE STRUCTURE AND CHANGE IT IN THE FUTURE, AS
WEL AS THE FACADE.

MINIMAL WAGE IN CARACAS = 343.110 EUROS EXTERNAL WALLS = 58M2

Plywood 9 mm x 1220 mm x 2440 mm = 11.5 EUROS

THE MOST ECONOMIC FRAGILE PEOPLE
SPENDS ALMOST 70% OF THER WAGE IN

INTERNAL WALLS = 12.6M2

M2= 0.4107 EUROS...

FOOD OR WATER.

THE WALL WALL = 18.9M2

79.5M2 x 0.41 = 32.595 EUROS

NOT FOOD MONEY = 102.933 EUROS

+ STRUCTRE AND ISOLATED SYSTEM

